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Course Description and Content
Why do states go to war? Why do social groups go to war? Major part of this course will be
devoted to surveying main conceptual explanations on the causes of war. We will end the course
by focusing on a single recent case study - Bosnia. To a large extend the war in Bosnia
symbolizes post-Cold War conflicts because it involved numerous actors and because it was the
first major peacebuilding attempt conducted by the international community. Two decades since
the start of the Bosnian war, the international community is still heavily involved in Bosnia.
Endeavor to actively engage the reading. The texts concern essential issues on which you must
decide. Your principal goal in this course should be to define yourself conceptually, to sharpen
your analytical skills, and to develop a critique of positions that contend with your own.
Throughout the semester we will try to link the readings with contemporary events. Hence, you
should keep informed about relevant current events through regular reading of newspapers. You
should read a newspaper that provides thorough coverage of international news (for example, The
New York Times, Washington Post, The Wall Street Journal). If possible you should also read
foreign newspapers. You may also want to watch news on TV. BBC, CNN International, CCTV9
(from China) and Russia Today provide good insight into current events. You will get a better
insight if you follow news from different countries.
Assignments and Grading Rules
1) Midterm Exam: In-class. Use of books and notes will be prohibited. Essay format. You will
answer one out of three offered questions.
2) Research paper: The topic must be approved by the instructor. The paper must be analytical,
not descriptive. You can write an analytical paper by starting with a clear question or a
hypothesis around which you will organize your research and the paper. While writing the paper
keep that question/hypothesis always on your mind and keep asking yourself whether you are
answering it.
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Do not forget to offer the reader your analytical position; you should do that in the introductory
part of your paper. Also, the introduction should end with a “roadmap” of your paper where, in a
paragraph or two, you provide the reader with the very basic structure of your piece.
Your paper should also have a literature review section in which you should summarize and
synthesize key works relevant to your topic (at least five). What is right, what is wrong, what is
inconclusive, and what is missing in the literature on your topic?
The paper should be about 15 pages long. Use a wide variety of primary and secondary sources.
Include proper citation of sources and a complete bibliography. You may use any standard
citation format but you must use it consistently.
The final paper is due on the last class of the semester.
All written assignments must be submitted in hard copy.
3) Presentation: During the second half of the semester students will present their research papers.
Presentations should be 10 minutes long.
Present your thesis statement, offer a historical background of the issue, outline your argument(s),
tell us what your main findings are, and inform the class about your conclusion(s) and/or policy
prescriptions.
Written summaries (max 2 pages long) of the main points of the presentation should be posted on
Blackboard four days before the presentation. Summaries must be in a narrative form and not in
bullet points. All students should read the summaries, comment on the presentations, and raise
questions during class.
4) Class participation and attendance. All students are expected to do the reading in advance and
to take part in class discussion. The quality of class sessions is greatly enhanced when students
are prepared to engage the course material in a constructive fashion. Participation will be noted











Academic and Professional Integrity
All forms of dishonesty, whether by act or omission, including, but not limited to, cheating,
plagiarism and knowingly furnishing false information, are prohibited. Work submitted in the
course must be the product of the efforts of the student presenting the work. Contributions of
others to the finished work must be appropriately acknowledged.
Disability Services
If you have a documented disability you may be eligible for accommodations, in academic
classes, the residence halls, food services areas, etc., under the Americans with Disabilities Act
and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act. Students are not permitted to negotiate
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accommodations directly with professors. To receive accommodations or assistance, please self-
identify at the Office of Disability Support Services (DSS), Duffy Hall, Room 67. The staff at
DSS will help you to develop a plan for accommodations. For more information contact DSS at
(973) 313-6003.
Required Texts
Richard K. Betts, Conflict After the Cold War: Arguments on Causes of War and Peace,
4/E, Pearson, 2011 .
Steven L. Burg and Paul s. Shoup, The War in Bosnia-Herzegovina: Ethnic Conflict and
International Intervention, M. E. Sharpe, 2000.
Topics and Readings
August 27 Introduction











Keohane and Nye in Betts




October 1 Midterm Exam
October 8 Fall Break - No Classes
October 15 Customs, Norms, and Learning
Wendt in Betts












Revolution, Unconventional Warfare, and Terrorism
Crenshaw in Betts
Juergensmeyer in Betts




November 12 War in Bosnia
Read the following parts in Burg and Shoup:
Chapter 1 - all
Chapter 2 -from p. 37 to end
Chapter 3-all
Chapter 4 - from p. 169 to end
The International Community and the War in Bosnia
Read the following parts in Burg and Shoup:
Chapter 5-pp. 203-211; 214-255
Chapter 6-pp. 286-298
Chapter 7 - pp. 317-337







Final paper is due
December 10
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